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        NEWDIGATE CRICKET CLUB

JUNIOR SECTION


Overall Coaching Plan


	Mixed coaching takes place once a week on Friday evenings from end April to late July. Sessions start at 6.00pm and finish at 7.30pm (except U7s who finish at 7.00pm)


Under 7s (All Stars) and Under 11s (Dynamos Cricket)
Registration
Warm up
Introduction to a particular skill
Fun game – Lord’s cricket, diamond cricket, kwik cricket etc.
	For 2019 the All Stars Cricket programme will be followed.


Under 9s
      First half
      a.    Registration
General chat about cricket at the club and forthcoming matches.
c.    Warming up with fielding skills, general catching and getting a ‘feel’ for the ball
d.    Simple batting skills with demonstrations by coaches and then instruction with and without a ball
e.    Simple bowling skills starting from basic action.
f. 	 Gradually introducing the laws of the game in a simple way

Second half
Kwik Kricket or similar exercise with special emphasis upon the skill learnt on that day.
Further fielding practice for the batting side
Cooling down 
	Chat to parents about forthcoming matches and any concerns they may have.

At the end of the season the under 9s should have acquired basic batting, bowling and fielding skills, know the basic laws of the game to enable them to play in matches and understand the concept of fair play. 

Under 11s
First half
Registration
General chat about cricket at the club and news about forthcoming matches.
Warming up with fielding skills changing each week
Batting skills (one stroke per week) with demonstrations by coaches and instruction with and without ball.
Bowling skills starting from basic action and moving on to different forms of bowling
	Basic wicket-keeping skills.
	Explaining more complex aspects of the laws of the game such as stumpings, run outs, lbw etc.


Second half
Game based upon skills learnt, possibly using the mobile cage at the side of the square.
Fielding practice looking at all the different skills
Cooling down
Chat to parents about forthcoming matches and any concerns they may have.

This is possibly the most impressionable age group where good principles are absorbed. At the end of the season the group should have achieved basic instruction in all the batting strokes and different types of bowling. Fielding should be improving and basic disciplines should come naturally. They will know the laws of cricket and understand the ‘spirit’ of the game. They will have grown as individuals and will in most cases know their preferences as to what type of batsman or bowler they wish to come.

Under 13s
First half
Registration
General chat about cricket at club, national and international level
Warming up with fielding skills changing each week.
	Honing batting and bowling skills on a group basis with the coach observing faults and correcting
Introducing advanced fielding skills and running between the wickets.
Discuss some of the difficult laws to ensure complete understanding.

Second half
Skills based games using the artificial pitch or use of the nets with emphasis upon net safety.
Cooling down
Chat to parents about any concerns they may have.

At the end of the season this group will understand their game and will have learnt ‘team spirit’ and will be getting a lot of enjoyment from the sport. They will have a clear understanding of the game and will be playing to a good standard. The game will also become very important to some of them and it is the coaches duty to observe each individual and assist them with any anxieties that they may have. If a player is struggling with an aspect of the game discuss with a level 2 or 3 coach to arrange some one to one coaching during a Wednesday evening session.

Under 14s
Whole session
Registration
General chat about cricket at all levels
Warming up using cones, ladders etc.
Batting and bowling in the nets with emphasis on the needs to practice skills as if it was a match situation, or skill based games on the artificial pitch.
	Honing fielding skills
	Discuss tactics, quick running between the wickets, bowling to a set field, examining batsman’s weaknesses etc.
Discuss forthcoming matches
Cooling down
Chat to parents about any concerns they may have.

Some of this group will have started to play senior cricket and the better players will be progressing through to the league sides. They should be upholding the reputation of the club for playing tough and competitive cricket in a sportsmanlike manner. They should be anxious to improve their cricket technically and keen to ask for assistance from a senior coach. 

Girls
Generally as above but special attention is given to the introduction of hard balls.






